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BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE

Challenges faced daily by deaf ASL‐speakers are poorly understood by healthcare providers 
and policymakers

Objective: Describe barriers to quality communication between deaf ASL‐speakers and their 
healthcare providers and strategies to address them
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INTERVIEW METHODS: COMMUNITY FORUMS AND INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS

Data: Interviews were conducted during community forums in Lexington, 
Raleigh, Wilson, and Morganton, June 2018 to February 2019, video‐recorded 
for coding and translated into English (n=54)

Discussion prompt: What is your experience in communication with your 
doctors? Would you describe a typical experience? Were you satisfied?

Methods: Open‐coding to identify salient themes
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INTERVIEW RESULTS: SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
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INTERVIEW RESULTS: THEMES
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INTERVIEW RESULTS: VIDEO REMOTE INTERPRETING
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Sometimes VRI causes technical problems such as breakdowns or frozen screen, which is frustrating

• VRI interpreters are difficult to follow or understand 
• The doctor and nurse talked to each other while the VRI screen was turned away from me
• VRI is a waste of time



INTERVIEW RESULTS: VALUE OF A LIVE INTERPRETER
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I still prefer professional sign language interpreters who are certified to interpret ASL

A live interpreter
• conveys more feeling and understanding of what we communicated 
• shows more action with facial and body expression
• is effective and efficient



INTERVIEW RESULTS: WRITING NOTES
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Writing back and forth sometimes caused a mental block. It is hard for me to express 
my feelings or thoughts when writing back and forth. It is much easier to express my 
feelings and thoughts in my own ASL through live interpreters.

I need live interpreters, not writing back and forth because I don’t understand 
English. They gave me notes. [sighs]



INTERVIEW RESULTS: SCHEDULING
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I said no, and we want a live, in-person interpreter. They respected me, but I had to 
wait 1-2 hours. They did not call for interpreters until I arrived.

I had to stand up and ask staff at the front desk to reschedule an appointment 
because that interpreter was not certified.



SURVEY METHODS: WEB‐BASED SURVEY
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Participants: Convenience sample of people who prefer ASL as their 
primary form of communication who are on the mailing lists of the 
7 Regional Centers of the DSDHH 

Data collection: Web‐based survey with embedded ASL video clips, 
May 2018‐March 2019 (n=189)

Analytic methods: Logit models to explore relationships between 
communication, satisfaction and unmet need for care



SURVEY RESULTS: 
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
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SURVEY RESULTS: SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
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SURVEY RESULTS: FORM OF COMMUNICATION WITH CLINICIANS
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SURVEY RESULTS: DISSATISFACTION WITH COMMUNICATION
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Factors associated with dissatisfaction with communication (N=166)



SURVEY RESULTS: UNMET NEED FOR CARE
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Factors associated with unmet need for care (N=166)



SUMMARY

ASL users prefer to use a professional sign language interpreter to communicate with clinicians
• Most actually use some other form of communication
• Half of respondents were not completely satisfied with communication and people express 

dissatisfaction with video remote interpreting

People who prefer to use sign language and who live alone are more likely to report dissatisfaction 
with communication
• Those who actually use sign language with their clinician are less likely to report dissatisfaction
• Having family who may support communication also helps

People who go to a personal doctor are less likely to report unmet need for care
• People who have an on‐going relationship with their doctor may have identified a form of 

communication that works
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LIMITATIONS AND NEXT STEPS

Study samples were small, highly educated and connected to the NC Division of Services for the Deaf 
and Hard of Hearing
• Communication access is likely worse for others

North Carolina could learn more from a larger, structured survey

Current efforts by the University of Kansas and UNC Chapel Hill to establish a longitudinal National 
Survey on Health Reform and Disability may be an efficient strategy to generate high quality data
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IMPLICATIONS FOR NORTH CAROLINA

North Carolina needs to put in place strategies to assure communication access

At this point, video remote interpreting is not working

Establishing a relationship with a personal doctor may help in making communication preferences 
known and respected
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Contact: Kathleen Thomas at 828‐348‐3629, 
kathleen_thomas@unc.edu
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